DATE: October 21, 2015

RFP NUMBER: 2016-005 Classroom Seating

RFP DUE DATE: November 02, 2015

The following changes and/or clarifications are hereby incorporated into the RFP. Your proposal must reflect the following:

Section 6.1 of the Agreement, Science Building Seat Count, is hereby amended and restated in its entirety and shall hereafter be and read as follows:

6.1 Pricing for Services Offered

COBA Building: $_________ / unit x 425 = $______________________

Science Building: $_________ / unit x 230 = $______________________

Alternate One (Without Electrical and Fabric bottoms)

COBA Building: $_________ / unit x 425 = $______________________

Science Building: $_________ / unit x 230 = $______________________

Charlie Brooks          Contract Specialist          817-272-2140